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ABSTRACT
Chromium(III)-based, tungstate-based and cerium(III)-based conversion coatings on AA2024-T3 are compared in terms of morphology and electrochemical behavior. The durability of coatings is studied under neutral salt spray conditions and in a weakly aggressive electrolyte composed of 0.1 mol/L Na₂SO₄ and 10⁻³ mol/L NaCl. The use of both microscopic and electrochemical analyses such as fitting of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy diagrams allows one to have a better insight into the influence of the interfacial and conversion layers on the degradation phenomena. The role of the remaining native interfacial oxide layer is particularly highlighted, its resistance being the highest at the beginning of the exposure. The degradation of the barrier effect of this interfacial layer is demonstrated to be closely related to the performances of the conversion layer both in terms of passive protection and a reservoir of corrosion inhibitor. Finally, coupled analyses from EIS fitting and microscopic observations allow one to reach a precise interpretation of the strengths and weak points of such system. This diagnostic is an important step towards the optimization of the chromium-free systems.

1. Introduction
Conversion coatings (CCs) are widely used in the aeronautic field for the protection against corrosion of aluminum alloys [1]. These coatings are based on the conversion of the aluminum alloy surface to replace the native oxide layer by a more protective layer. Due to their specific composition and morphology, CCs can promote paint adhesion and/or provide a barrier effect and self healing properties against aggressive ions [2]. This anticorrosion behavior is generally induced by in corporation of corrosion inhibitors in the coating.

Due to their high durability, chromium based conversion coatings are still largely used to protect aluminum alloys against corrosion. However, REACh regulation prohibits hexavalent chromium based substances due to their high toxicity [3]. One of the alternatives is the use of trivalent chromium replacing hexavalent chromium. Never theless, in order to avoid the problem related to the use of any chromium species, and especially to their possible transformation in Cr(VI) some authors are working on the elaboration of chromium free conversion systems based on other corrosion inhibitors e.g. cerium [1,4,10], lanthanum [4,11], phosphate [1,12,14], molybdate [1,11,15,16] or tungstate [17,18].

In this paper, a trivalent chromium coating based on a patented protocol [19] and two chromium free conversion systems, tungstate based and cerium based conversion coatings, are investigated. Tungsten and cerium were chosen due to their similar stable oxidation states as compared to chromium. Indeed tungsten transition metal is in the same d block and 6 group in the periodic table as chromium, and presents the same stable oxidation states +III and +VI. WO₄²⁻ tung state ion presents a low toxicity towards aquatic species [20] and is recognized for its inhibitive corrosion properties in aqueous medium [13]. For example, adsorption phenomenon of WO₄²⁻ anions at flaws and pits is reported [20]. The second conversion system is based on cerium. This ion from lanthanides group has a [Xe]4f⁴5d¹⁶s² electronic structure allowing two stable valence states i.e. +III and +IV [21].

This is due to the low energy difference between the outer valence electrons and the 4f electron [10]. In many works an active effect of cerium ions against corrosion has been demonstrated [4,22,23].

Whereas the understanding of the formation and anticrosive
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mechanisms of chromated conversion coatings are highly reported in the literature [24, 28], the works on Cr(III) coatings are less abundant and even less for those on chromium free conversion coatings.

This work aims at understanding the differences of performances observed for Cr(III) based and Ce(III) based or WO_{4}^{2-} based conversion systems. The electrochemical behavior was carefully studied through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), with the help of equivalent electrical circuit fitting. EIS technique is classically carried out to study the electrochemical behavior of coatings and especially anticorrosive coatings such as conversion coatings [24, 26, 29, 36]. The resulting diagrams highlight phenomena in the system as layers structure, defects or anticorrosive performances. The detailed interpretation of signals for chromium and Cr free coatings will be discussed in this paper following their morphological changes with a special care on the different interfaces of the system.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Conversion system elaboration

Aluminium alloy 2024 T3 (90.7-94.7% Al, 3.8-4.9% Cu, 1.2-1.8% Mg, 0.3-0.9% Mn, ...) with dimensions 80 x 53 x 3 mm³ was used as substrate material. Preparation before conversion consisted in a degreasing step with a surfactant rich triolphosphate borax solution followed by a deoxidation step with SOCOSURF A1858/A1806 commercial solution. Chromium based conversion coatings called TCC in the following were prepared from a solution based on chromium(III) salt in presence of hexafluorozirconate K_{2}ZrF_{6} (Sigma Aldrich). Chromium(III) salt is replaced by sodium tungstate Na_{2}WO_{4}.2H_{2}O (purity ≥ 99% Sigma Aldrich) or by cerium(III) sulfate Ce_{2}(SO_{4})_{3} (purity = 97% Sigma Aldrich) for the preparation of tungstate conversion coatings (WCC) and cerium conversion coatings (CeCC) respectively. Conversion coatings were prepared in solution with a concentration range in corrosion inhibitor of 0.001 mol/L to 0.040 mol/L, a pH value between 3.8 and 4.8, a duration of 3 to 20 min and at temperature range of 30-50 °C. Then, samples were dried for 10 min at 60 °C and stored one week at room temperature in a protective paper against humidity to preserve samples integrity before analysis.

2.2. Characterisations

Surfaces and cross sections of conversion systems were characterized by a Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscopy (FEG SEM) FEI HELIOS 600i. The cross sections were obtained using the FEG SEM with a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) after protection by carbon and platinum layers. After FIB preparations with a Ga ion beam, for SEM observation, a 7 µm large cross section is created. To observe the samples by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) a JEOL JEM 2100F instrument coupled with SDD Bruker EDX analyzer or JEOL JEM ARM200F instrument coupled with CENTURIO X EDX analyzer were used. TEM specimens were prepared by thinning towards 20 nm of thickness with FIB.

2.3. Industrial corrosion test

A Neutral Salt Spray (NSS) test (ASTM B117) was also performed in a salt solution containing 0.5 mol/L of NaCl (3% NaCl) in deionized water. This test leads to a rough evaluation of anticorrosion performances by the number of pits appearing during exposure. This specification corresponds to 168 h of exposure without pits. The procedure set up here was to follow the evolution of the pitting and its propagation by 24 h period. In the case of an excessively corroded sample, it was removed from the NSS.

2.4. Electrochemical tests

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out on AA2024 T3 substrate without conversion and on TCC, WCC and CeCC using a PGSTAT30 Potentiostat with Nova software. A three electrode cell was used to perform analyses, with a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference electrode, a graphite rod as counter electrode and a 3 cm in diameter exposed area of working electrode (Area = 7.07 cm²). Samples were vertically set in the electrolyte solution (Fig. 1). A volume of 230 mL of naturally aerated electrolyte composed of 0.1 mol/L of Na_{2}SO_{4} with 10^{-3} mol/L of NaCl was used. This large volume is favorable for a more homogeneous and durable distribution of aggressive ions compared to other corrosion cells. EIS measurements were recorded from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with 10 points per decade and a sinusoidal amplitude of 14.14 mV (RMS). Open Circuit Potential (OCP) was measured for 20 or 30 min before EIS to check the stability of systems. Three samples were prepared and analyzed by EIS to confirm the good results' reproducibility. Analysis of EIS results requiring equivalent circuits was performed using Zview software. All fitting results were checked by a chi squared factor ($\chi^2 \leq 10^{-3}$).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure and composition before exposure

SEM images of TCC, WCC and CeCC surfaces are reported in Fig. 2. The three conversion systems surfaces show a similar morphology composed of homogeneously dispersed grains around 40-50 nm in diameter (see inserts in Fig. 2 b, d and f). A complete coverage of the substrate is observed, even in the more creviced areas. Presence of crevices is mainly due to the deoxidation step that removes inter metallic compounds from the surface.

Cross sections of CGs shown in Fig. 3 give information about thickness and microstructure of conversion systems. A statistic measure of conversion systems thicknesses exhibits an average value of 110 ± 30 nm, 75 ± 15 nm and 80 ± 15 nm for TCC, WCC and CeCC respectively. These values are in good agreement with the thickness for TCC reported in literature [24, 36, 37]. The FEG SEM (Fig. 3 a) and TEM (Fig. 3 b) images of TCC validates the existence of a bilayer coating composed of an outer layer and an inner layer with different morphologies and composition. Indeed, EDX analysis in Fig. 4 a reveals that the outer layer presents an important part of Cr and Zr elements.
whereas the inner layer is mainly composed of Al and Zr elements. On the other hand, some traces of F and Cu were detected in the coating. These observations are in agreement with the literature on trivalent chromium conversion systems on aluminum alloy 2024 T3 [26,38]. It was already demonstrated that fluorides may be present in the conversion system. Indeed, F\(^{-}\) species from conversion solution help to the dissolution of native oxide layer and to the formation of conversion layer [24]. Moreover, the complexed nature of F\(^{-}\) in hexa fluorozirconate reduces the aggressiveness of fluoride and leads to formation of ZrO\(_2\) and K\(_3\)AlF\(_6\) components [36,39]. The presence of fluoride in the conversion solution induces both dissolution and redeposition phenomena of copper [25,36].

Concerning WCC (Fig. 3 c and d) and CeCC (Fig. 3 e and f), bi-layered coatings are also observed. EDX analysis performed on WCC (Fig. 4 b) shows the presence of Zr, W and Cu elements in the outer layer. The inner layer presents a majority of aluminum oxide with F traces. Finally, it was observed that a thin layer (around 5 nm) between the coating and the substrate corresponds to copper probably from re-deposition step.

As already observed by surface and cross section observations, the outer layer morphologies seem to be similar to the one corresponding to TCC for WCC and CeCC. On the contrary, the inner layers are different for the three systems. Whereas TCC presents a continuous inner layer on the whole length of the sample, WCC inner layer is non continuous with defects around 10-20 nm in size (see arrow in Fig. 3 d) and for CeCC the inner layer presents porosity with pores around 5-10 nm in size (see arrows in Fig. 3 f). For both WCC and CeCC, these defects can lead to a rapid diffusion of aggressive species towards the substrate resulting in an accelerated degradation during exposure. Indeed, the literature reports the reverse effect for chromated conversion coatings, with the continuous and rather dense inner layer playing the role of a barrier layer [32].

Some delamination defects, visible in Fig. 3 c for example, are present between the substrate and the coating for TCC and WCC. This delamination phenomenon was already noticed by Guo et al. and results from the dehydration in FIB/SEM and/or TEM vacuum chamber [37].

3.2. Industrial neutral salt spray test

The Neutral Salt Spray (NSS) was used to check the performances of the conversion coatings as regards to industrial requirements. This test produces a simple binary result about anticorrosive performances of conversion coatings in 0.5 mol/L chloride concentrated spray. Validation of systems depends on pits presence (according to ASTM B117 standard). In NSS, the TCC resists to pitting around 48 h whereas WCC and CeCC do not resist > 24 h. Thus, TCC shows better macroscopic performance against corrosion after this test compared to the alternative coatings. To understand such different behaviors, exposure in a less aggressive solution (0.1 mol/L of Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) with 10\(^{-3}\) mol/L of...
NaCl) was performed. The CC morphology after exposure and electrochemical behavior during exposure will be firstly detailed, and then compared with the chromium free conversion coatings behaviors.

3.3. Microstructure after exposure

Exposure by immersion in a weakly aggressive electrolyte, composed of 0.1 mol/L of Na₂SO₄ and 10⁻³ mol/L of NaCl, was carried out. These conditions are used to decrease the degradation rate of the conversion coatings in order to facilitate EIS interpretation.

SEM images of TCC surfaces on Fig. 5a and b, show the appearance of corrosion product clusters. These corrosion products are probably composed of Al(III) and Cr(III) [24]. Indeed, the attack of aluminum alloy by aggressive substances e.g. chloride ions Cl⁻ leads to releasing of chromium as chromate (CrO₄²⁻) near the pitting area. A precipitation in Al(III)/Cr(III) mixed oxide occurs and provides a passive chromated corrosion product. It was shown that the corrosion product formed in weakly aggressive electrolyte is more compact and presents a more pronounced barrier effect than in aggressive electrolyte as 0.5 mol/L NaCl [32]. WCC is characterized by cracking of the coating for exposure (Fig. 5c) that leads to corrosion attack of the substrate. Concerning CeCC, the coating is degraded by pitting corrosion as can be seen on Fig. 5e.

At higher magnification (Fig. 5b, d, f), the degradation of the coating compactness can be observed for all systems. Nevertheless, even if the surface topography is similar at high magnification, cross section images of the conversion systems help to understand the corrosion mechanisms (Fig. 6). The exposure in the electrolyte impacts the conversion coating itself. Indeed, after exposure, for the three systems the frontiers between the inner and the outer layers are less pronounced. Fig. 6a and b show that the TCC is still present on the whole surface and no pits are observed. Moreover, the thickness of TCC increases during exposure from 110 ± 30 nm to go to 155 ± 40 nm. This is probably due to the corrosion product formation in the layer and on the top of the layer. On the contrary, WCC and CeCC are slightly thinner after exposure. Thickness are 70 ± 20 nm and 70 ± 10 nm for WCC and CeCC, respectively (75 ± 15 nm and 85 ± 15 nm before exposure).

Cross section images on Fig. 6c and e point the degradation of the substrate by corrosion process because of the presence of initial defects such as discontinuities or pores in the inner layer. For WCC and CeCC, apart from the pits, the remaining conversion layers are homogeneous, continuous and adherent to the substrate (Fig. 6d and f). Degradation of chromium free systems might be initiated on the defects of the inner layer which would be the starting point of corrosion phenomena. To better understand conversion system behavior during exposure, EIS analysis and fitting were carried out.
3.4. Electrochemical behavior

Anticorrosion performance of conversion systems was evaluated by EIS. As stated before, the use of a low concentrated NaCl solution reduces the degradation processes kinetics for a better understanding of the electrochemical behavior. Moreover, due to the use of SO$_4^{2-}$ ions it is easier to study passive layers and pitting corrosion on Cu rich aluminum alloy [32,40]. This is why a weakly aggressive solution of 0.1 mol/L of Na$_2$SO$_4$ with 10$^{-3}$ mol/L of NaCl was used as electrolyte.

TCC, WCC and CeCC were exposed up to 245 h in the electrolyte. Open Circuit Potential (OCP) measurements were recorded during 30 min before each EIS measurement. OCP graphs are presented in Fig. 7a, c and e and show the evolution of the systems stability. EIS measurements were made after OCP at $t_0+30$ min, $t_0+5$ h, $t_0+24$ h, $t_0+48$ h, $t_0+96$ h and $t_0+245$ h from the beginning of the immersion. The evolution of Bode diagrams is presented in Fig. 7b, d and f.

The OCP of TCC remains in the range of order of the final potential value around −0.40 V/SCE. The equilibrium of the system is reached in the first minutes after immersion and its evolution is stable during exposure. This is well correlated with microscopic observations provided that such products are protective (non presence of pits and cracks). This hypothesis will be checked after EIS analysis.

On the opposite, there is a large decrease of OCP values for WCC and CeCC. Although both systems have a higher OCP than TCC (around −0.20 V/SCE for WCC, CeCC versus −0.40 V/SCE for TCC), even for short times of exposure, this voltage decreases constantly in the electrolyte. It could mean that there is an uncompensated degradation phenomenon due to the aggressive ions of electrolyte solution. It can be related to the defects in the coatings as a non continuous inner layer or porosities in the WCC and CeCC coatings respectively. The final OCP value is towards −0.43 V/SCE.

Bode diagrams presented on Fig. 7 b, d and f exhibit the impedance modulus and phase evolution throughout exposure. Impedance modulus at the lowest frequency ($10^{-2}$ Hz) represents the global resistance of the conversion systems. At $t_0+30$ min, the three systems present a global resistance close to $3 \times 10^6 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ that means that global anti corrosive properties are similar at the very beginning of the exposure. Moreover, the global trend for the resistance evolution versus time is the same for the three systems with a sharp decrease with exposure time. However, the degradation is slower and less marked for TCC, the global resistance remaining higher than $10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ after 245 h. On the contrary, the WCC global resistance drops down to $3 \times 10^4 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ after 245 h despite a slower decrease in the first immersion times as compared to CeCC. The global resistance for CeCC quickly decreases at the beginning of the immersion then stabilizes; the global resistance evolution is negligible after 24 h and remains in the $10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ order of magnitude.

On Fig. 7 b, TCC phase diagram shows several time constants: one at low frequency, one at high frequencies (around $10^3$ Hz). Similar Bode diagrams have already been obtained in the literature for similar conversion coatings [29,31,34,36,41]. The time constant at high frequencies (HF) is referenced by authors as resistive and capacitive responses of the pores and defects in conversion coatings [24,26,34,36,42]. However, this time constant could also be relative to the native oxide layer given the easiness of formation of oxides on aluminum alloys in air or any oxidative media. This alternative hypothesis is largely developed in the literature for other type of coatings on aluminum alloys [43–46]. The conclusions of this work will
drive the interpretation towards the presence of the interfacial native oxide layer under TCC and chromium free conversion coatings. To our knowledge it is the first time that the presence of the native oxide layer (formed after surface preparation and partially dissolved during the conversion) is demonstrated for such systems. The impedance and morphological analyses to support this interpretation will be detailed in the following. In particular EIS diagram equivalent circuit fitting was performed to more precisely comprehend the systems.

WCC and CeCC present a different behavior. First, the signal at HF representative of the conversion layer at $t_0+30\text{min}$ is less visible than for TCCs; it denotes a lower barrier effect of the conversion coating. Moreover, a strong drop of phase shift at LF, more particularly for CeCC, appears during exposure. It can be related to the CeCC coatings lower thicknesses as compared to TCC (80 ± 15 nm vs 110 ± 30 nm for TCC) and its porous character (Fig. 3). The interfacial layer as simulated to native oxide is quickly reached by aggressive Cl$^-$ ions leading to a rapid degradation of the films and corrosion of the substrate.

The smaller defects of CeCC as compared to WCC (porosities versus absence of the inner layer) could explain the higher global resistance of CeCC. Observations of the systems morphology after exposure in the weakly aggressive electrolyte gave some information about the evolution of chromium free systems. WCC was degraded because of the cracking of the coating whereas CeCC endured pitting corrosion. EIS spectra fitting with equivalent circuits will be detailed in the next paragraph to better understand these phenomena.

3.5. Equivalent electrical circuits

To help to identify the different electrochemical processes that take place at the conversion systems (conversion coating and alloy) during exposure, equivalent circuits fitting was performed. Many equivalent circuits have been proposed in the literature in accordance with TCC, WCC and CeCC behavior [24,29,34,36,41]. Here, three circuits have been selected and are presented in Fig. 8 after trials and errors with the aforementioned criteria (chi squared factor lower than $10^{-4}$). All the RC elements present in these circuits are composed of a resistance $R$ and a constant phase element (CPE) as non ideal capacitor with impedance $Z_{\text{CPE}}$ expressed in Eq. (1):

$$Z_{\text{CPE}}(\omega) = \frac{1}{Q(\omega)^n}$$

This impedance depends on $\omega$ the angular frequency, $Q$ the effective CPE parameter and $n$ the intensity of deviation from an ideal system. Indeed, several authors demonstrated the interest of using of CPE to take into account the heterogeneities, i.e. porosity or defects, in systems [30]. TCC impedance results were fitted by two different equivalent circuits according to immersion times: circuit a) (Fig. 8 a) from $t_0+5h$ to $t_0+48h$, then circuit b) (Fig. 8 b) until the end of the experiment. Indeed, due to non stability of the results during the first minutes of immersion in electrolyte, EIS fitting results at $t_0+30\text{min}$ are not presented here, for

Fig. 5. FEG-SEM top view images of (a, b) TCC, (c, d) WCC and (e, f) CeCC after 245 h of exposure in 0.1 mol/L of Na$_2$SO$_4$ with $10^{-3}$ mol/L of NaCl.
the same reason the effective capacitance values at this duration could not be calculated.

The circuit a) presented in Fig. 8 a is composed of $R_{\text{electrolyte}}$ as the electrolyte solution resistance, two RC elements in parallel and a RC element in series. This circuit is coherent with the morphological information. Indeed, the two RC elements in parallel can stand for the outer and inner layers of the conversion coating. The additional RC in series is related to the highest resistances (around $10^6 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$) and is similar at the very beginning of the immersion for the three systems. This is why it can be interpreted as corresponding to the thin interfacial native oxide layer (1–2 nm) that formed on top of the substrate after the preparation surface treatments and that is not fully dissolved during the conversion treatment [47]. Furthermore, this last RC element was not attributed to the charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance but to interfacial native oxide layer due to the effective capacitance values at the start of exposure. These values are in the range of what is known in the literature for oxide resistances and are too low to be due to charge transfer. Indeed, the hypothesis of the presence of an interfacial layer is confirmed by Table 1 that presents the values of effective capacitance obtained by Eq. (2) [48,49]:

$$C_{\text{eff}} = \frac{Q^{1/n}}{R^{(1-n)/n}}$$

At the beginning of the immersion, the $C_{\text{eff}}$ values of native oxide layer for TCC, WCC and CeCC are in the same range of order as the values reported by some authors for native oxide layer on AA2024 T3 alloy [43,44]. These values remain stable during the first immersion times, and then increase up to one order of magnitude at 96 h for CeCC and at 245 h for TCC and WCC. The transition occurs later for TCC and WCC than for CeCC. At high immersion times the $C_{\text{eff}}$ values reach much higher values which could correspond to charge transfer with the aluminum substrate. Indeed, in the literature, the $C_{\text{eff}}$ values are between 4 and 7 $\mu\text{F/cm}^2$ for native oxide layer while they would be superior to 20 $\mu\text{F/cm}^2$ if the phenomena would be charge transfer [43,44]. These results are in accordance with a higher protection of TCC coatings with a more lasting native oxide layer. Moreover, these results indicate that there is probably a overlapping of phenomena (interfacial oxide layer and charge transfer) during exposure because corrosion process occurs.

Thus at the beginning of exposure, fitting data of TCC with circuit a) allows separating the three phenomena related to the inner layer, outer layer and interfacial oxide layer, two of them being at LF, i.e. TCC inner layer and interfacial oxide layer responses. From $t_0 + 96\text{h}$ to $t_0 + 245\text{h}$, circuit a) was not appropriate and the TCC behavior was better fitted by the circuit b) presented in Fig. 8 b. In this case, the RC circuit of the interfacial layer is maintained but a single RC element is sufficient to fit the data from conversion layers behavior. Indeed, the inner and outer layers properties are no longer different enough to be separated. This is in accordance with morphology data and the merging of the two layers (Fig. 6 a, b). On the other hand, another RC subcircuit is to be added in series at medium frequencies. The resistance value of this element is rather high as compared to conversion coating resistance. SEM and
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Fig. 7. OCP evolution (a, c, e) and EIS Bode diagrams (c, d, f) for TCC, WCC and CeCC. Fitting results are presented as solid lines on EIS diagrams for t₀+24h and t₀+254h.
oxide layers (LF), in agreement with maxima around 70° for outer layer (HF) and around 85° for inner and heterogeneous) with values from 0.61 to 0.41 is measured for 96 and 245 h of immersion respectively. At the same time, the signal of the corrosion phenomena appears and the corrosion products show higher resistance values (around $4 \times 10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$). As already explained this high corrosion protection is due to the self healing properties of chromium, with release of Cr(IV) and its use for the formation of protective Cr(III) corrosion products. It yields high resistance and $n$ values of corrosion products elements. Indeed, after only 245 h exposure, only one pit is detected and this one is sealed by whitish corrosion product. Finally the very good accordance between the measured and the calculated curves from the fitting of TCC behavior are shown on Bode diagrams in Fig. 7 b.

WCC and CeCC impedance results were fitted with equivalent circuit c) presented in Fig. 8 c. This circuit is less complex than the first two. It is composed by only two RC series elements. This circuit is relevant for WCC and CeCC; it simulates the signal from the outer conversion layer and the interfacial oxide layer. It is coherent that the inner layer could not be detected separately from the outer layer due to merging between the both layers. In the same way that TCC, the evolution of oxide resistance and outer conversion layer resistance for these two non chromated conversion systems are quite different. The $n$ values of outer and inner layers are in very good accordance with the previous observations concerning the differences of porosity in TCC: the outer layer is less dense (and more heterogeneous) with $n$ value close to 0.77 against 0.90 for inner layer. Bode diagrams at first time of immersion in Fig. 7 b show phase shift maxima around 70° for outer layer (HF) and around 85° for inner and oxide layers (LF), in agreement with $n$ values computations.

After a critical exposure time in electrolyte solution of around 48 h, the slow deterioration of the TCC is emphasized by the decrease of the inner layer resistance, interfacial oxide resistance and $n$ values, and by increasing of admittances. This is related to the formation of pores and the concomitant increase of the flux of aggressive ions through the conversion system [36]. A decrease of conversion layer resistance from 425.8 to 154.5 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ and $n$ values from 0.61 to 0.41 is measured for 96 and 245 h of immersion respectively. At the same time, the signal of the corrosion phenomena appears and the corrosion products show higher resistance values (around $4 \times 10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$). As already explained this high corrosion protection is due to the self healing properties of chromium, with release of Cr(IV) and its use for the formation of protective Cr(III) corrosion products. It yields high resistance and $n$ values of corrosion products elements. Indeed, after only 245 h exposure, only one pit is detected and this one is sealed by whitish corrosion product. Finally the very good accordance between the measured and the calculated curves from the fitting of TCC behavior are shown on Bode diagrams in Fig. 7 b.

WCC and CeCC impedance results were fitted with equivalent circuit c) presented in Fig. 8 c. This circuit is less complex than the first two. It is composed by only two RC series elements. This circuit is relevant for WCC and CeCC; it simulates the signal from the outer conversion layer and the interfacial oxide layer. It is coherent that the inner layer could not be detected separately from the outer layer due to merging between the both layers. In the same way that TCC, the evolution of oxide resistance and outer conversion layer resistance for these two non chromated conversion systems are quite different. The $n$ values of outer and inner layers are in very good accordance with the previous observations concerning the differences of porosity in TCC: the outer layer is less dense (and more heterogeneous) with $n$ value close to 0.77 against 0.90 for inner layer. Bode diagrams at first time of immersion in Fig. 7 b show phase shift maxima around 70° for outer layer (HF) and around 85° for inner and oxide layers (LF), in agreement with $n$ values computations.

Table 1 shows the evolution of the conversion layers, interfacial oxide layer and corrosion products resistances, admittances and $n$ parameters extracted from simulation of TCC with circuit a) for immersions lower than 48 h and circuit b) from 96 h to 245 h. Table 2 makes visible the high resistance of interfacial oxide layer more particularly in the first hours of exposure: oxide resistance is in the range of $10^5$ $10^7 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ compared to conversion coating resistance around $10^2$ $10^3 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$. The high $n$ value gives information on the heterogeneity of the layers and interfaces [49]. The high $n$ value (close to 0.90) indicates that the morphology of the oxide layer is probably homogeneous and dense. The $n$ values of outer and inner layers are in very good accordance with the previous observations concerning the differences of porosity in TCC: the outer layer is less dense (and more heterogeneous) with $n$ value close to 0.77 against 0.90 for inner layer. Bode diagrams at first time of immersion in Fig. 7 b show phase shift maxima around 70° for outer layer (HF) and around 85° for inner and oxide layers (LF), in agreement with $n$ values computations.

After a critical exposure time in electrolyte solution of around 48 h, the slow deterioration of the TCC is emphasized by the decrease of the inner layer resistance, interfacial oxide resistance and $n$ values, and by increasing of admittances. This is related to the formation of pores and the concomitant increase of the flux of aggressive ions through the conversion system [36]. A decrease of conversion layer resistance from 425.8 to 154.5 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ and $n$ values from 0.61 to 0.41 is measured for 96 and 245 h of immersion respectively. At the same time, the signal of the corrosion phenomena appears and the corrosion products show higher resistance values (around $4 \times 10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$). As already explained this high corrosion protection is due to the self healing properties of chromium, with release of Cr(IV) and its use for the formation of protective Cr(III) corrosion products. It yields high resistance and $n$ values of corrosion products elements. Indeed, after only 245 h exposure, only one pit is detected and this one is sealed by whitish corrosion product. Finally the very good accordance between the measured and the calculated curves from the fitting of TCC behavior are shown on Bode diagrams in Fig. 7 b.

WCC and CeCC impedance results were fitted with equivalent circuit c) presented in Fig. 8 c. This circuit is less complex than the first two. It is composed by only two RC series elements. This circuit is relevant for WCC and CeCC; it simulates the signal from the outer conversion layer and the interfacial oxide layer. It is coherent that the inner layer could not be detected separately from the outer layer due to merging between the both layers. In the same way that TCC, the evolution of oxide resistance and outer conversion layer resistance for these two non chromated conversion systems are quite different. The $n$ values of outer and inner layers are in very good accordance with the previous observations concerning the differences of porosity in TCC: the outer layer is less dense (and more heterogeneous) with $n$ value close to 0.77 against 0.90 for inner layer. Bode diagrams at first time of immersion in Fig. 7 b show phase shift maxima around 70° for outer layer (HF) and around 85° for inner and oxide layers (LF), in agreement with $n$ values computations.

After a critical exposure time in electrolyte solution of around 48 h, the slow deterioration of the TCC is emphasized by the decrease of the inner layer resistance, interfacial oxide resistance and $n$ values, and by increasing of admittances. This is related to the formation of pores and the concomitant increase of the flux of aggressive ions through the conversion system [36]. A decrease of conversion layer resistance from 425.8 to 154.5 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ and $n$ values from 0.61 to 0.41 is measured for 96 and 245 h of immersion respectively. At the same time, the signal of the corrosion phenomena appears and the corrosion products show higher resistance values (around $4 \times 10^5 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$). As already explained this high corrosion protection is due to the self healing properties of chromium, with release of Cr(IV) and its use for the formation of protective Cr(III) corrosion products. It yields high resistance and $n$ values of corrosion products elements. Indeed, after only 245 h exposure, only one pit is detected and this one is sealed by whitish corrosion product. Finally the very good accordance between the measured and the calculated curves from the fitting of TCC behavior are shown on Bode diagrams in Fig. 7 b.
species diffusion in the system. An increase of interfacial oxide capacitance (probably convoluted with this corrosion process) (Table 4) is linked to this phenomenon with the appearance of charge transfer phenomenon at the expense of the oxide layer resistance. Moreover, there is a decrease of $n$ value of CeCC outer conversion layer close to 0.5 (Table 4). It points out the formation of porous and non protective corrosion products typical of diffusion process [32]. Thus, the RC elements corresponding to $R_{\text{conversion}}$ and $CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ underline two phenomena that are the barrier effect of the conversion layer and the presence of corrosion product with similar resistance as the conversion resistance. There is a partial compensation of corrosion degradatiion by continuous formation of the corrosion products even if these products are poorly protective. This results in the limitation of the degradation. Unlike this, as seen previously, WCC presents large cracks that cannot be clogged by corrosion products. As for TCC, the curves from fitting of WCC and CeCC are presented in Fig. 7 d and f.

A mechanism is proposed in Fig. 9 concerning conversion layer evolution during exposure for all the systems. First, for the three systems, there is a modification in the conversion layers: the initially electrochemically distinguishable inner and outer layers evolve towards a single behavior layer with a composition gradient in the thickness (Fig. 9 b, d, f). Concerning TCC, the inner layer is continuous at $t_0$ and leads to a best barrier effect that seems to be able to inhibit corrosion phenomenon (Fig. 9 a). Presence of protective corrosion products enhance the coating resistance in terms of morphology. The two other systems are different from the TCC. The inner layer of WCC is discontinuous and leads to crack formation during exposure (Fig. 9 c, d). Presence of cracks is an easy way for aggressive ions to diffuse and corrosion process takes place on the substrate. CeCC evolution is similar to WCC because the inner layer of CeCC presents pores close to the inner/outer interface and is then not homogeneous in thickness (Fig. 9 e). Indeed, a thinning of the inner layer at some places due to presence of pores generates a lack of barrier effect, it is supposed that pitting corrosion starts close to these areas (Fig. 9 f). For CeCC, cerium based corrosion products form in pits, which stabilizes the degradation rate contrary to WCC. To summarize, in this hypothesis, the low resistance of WCC and CeCC is mainly due to some defects in the inner layer. The inner layer plays a role of barrier with higher global resistance and $n$ values than outer layer. This last one can be rather considered as a supply that stores and provides corrosion inhibitor.

Finally, the use of EIS fitting analysis in combination with morphology characterization allows the understanding of such systems under NSS exposure. Indeed, on the contrary to WCC and CeCC, TCC presents a continuous inner layer at the beginning of exposure. The degradation of this chromium based conversion coating leads to the formation of a more protective corrosion product during exposure. The coupled barrier and self healing effects explain the better performances of TCC under NSS exposure.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model a)</th>
<th>Model b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{electrolyte}}$ ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>92.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\times 10^{-6} \text{F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{Sn}$)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (outer) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>2426.0</td>
<td>1350.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\times 10^{-6} \text{F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{Sn}$)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\times 10^{-6} \text{F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{Sn}$)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{conversion}}$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{electrolyte}}$ ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>160.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ (inner) ($\times 10^{-6} \text{F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{Sn}$)</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (outer) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (outer) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ (outer) ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{conversion}}$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

The issue addressed in this paper is related to the study of the performances as corrosion protective layers of Cr(III) systems compared to alternative ones such as Ce(III) or WO$_4^{2-}$ based conversion systems. The durability of the coatings is studied in a weakly aggressive electrolyte composed of 0.1 mol/L Na$_2$SO$_4$ and 10$^{-3}$ mol/L NaCl. The use of both microscopic analyses and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), with the help of equivalent electric circuit fitting, is original and allows to understand the influence of the different layers (interfacial, conversion, conversion products) on the degradation phenomena. Even if the Cr(III) based system (TCC) still remains the most durable coating, particularly under NSS exposure, Ce(III) based and WO$_4^{2-}$ based conversion systems (CeCC and WCC) show some promising features.

For Cr(III) conversion coatings, the analysis shows an evolution of...
the microstructure with increasing exposure durations with corrosion products detected all over the sample surface by SEM and also correlated with the appearance of an additional resistance by EIS. Indeed, in the conditions of the test, corrosion produces protective corrosion products by a self healing phenomenon in the conversion layer.

At the same time, the interfacial oxide resistance decreases. This interfacial resistance can be assimilated to the native oxide formed after the surface preparation. For non corroded samples this resistance is in the range of $10^6 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ (global resistance after 30 min of exposure), as expected it is similar for the three systems. Once corrosion occurs, the
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**Fig. 9.** Schematic representation of (a, b) TCC, (c, d) WCC and (e, f) CeCC evolution after 245 h of exposure in 0.1 mol/L of Na$_2$SO$_4$ with $10^{-3}$ mol/L of NaCl.

---

**Table 4**
Resistance, capacitance and $n$ parameter evolution during exposure from $t_0 + 5h$ to $t_0 + 245h$ in 0.1 mol/L Na$_2$SO$_4$/10$^{-3}$ mol/L NaCl for CeCC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_0 + 5h$</th>
<th>$t_0 + 24h$</th>
<th>$t_0 + 48h$</th>
<th>$t_0 + 96h$</th>
<th>$t_0 + 245h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{electrolyte}}$ ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{conversion}}$ ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>251.3</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>217.1</td>
<td>493.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{conversion}}$ ($\times 10^{-4} \text{ F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{s}^n$)</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>183.5</td>
<td>183.5</td>
<td>251.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{conversion}}$</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{interfacial oxide}}$ ($\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPE_{\text{interfacial oxide}}$ ($\times 10^{-6} \text{ F/cm}^2 \cdot \text{Sn}$)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{interfacial oxide}}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resistance of this interfacial layer decreases for all the systems, however a much faster degradation is observed for CeCC.

The conversion layer resistances are in the range 10^2–10^3 Ω·cm², it remains nearly constant during exposure for all the systems. The highest conversion layer resistances are measured for TCC conversion coatings which is in accordance with their higher thicknesses (150 nm for TCC versus 70 nm for CeCC and WCC).

Two different types of degradation are observed depending on the system: a localized degradation with localized cracks for WCC (corre lated to the presence of localized defects in the inner layer), and a generalized degradation for CeCC (correlated with the presence of pores all along inner layer). So that whereas WCC and CeCC thickness could be increased to reach the thickness value of TCC, this study reveals that a special care should be dedicated to the inner layer morphology of such conversion coatings, the presence of cracks and pores in this layer being the privileged place for interfacial oxide layer attacks and sub sequent substrate degradation.

For TCC systems, it has been proved that performance is not only enhanced by its nature but also by its thickness and its bilayered architecture: in) an outer layer exhibiting some small pores and ii) an inner compact and continuous layer that works out as a barrier layer towards the interfacial layer and the substrate.

To sum up, this study gives a new insight and other prospects on the research axis relative to the optimization of chromium free conversion coatings.
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